5 facts on BMX racing - Logan
1. The most important fact of BMX setup is gearing.
2. When you are BMX racing you need to gear up.
3. If you can get a good start from the starting line, this can give you an important whole shot into turn 1.
4. Gearing that’s too slow will give you a great start but can cause your crank to spin out which won’t give you much speed.
5. Gearing that’s too high means you could be slow of the start line.
5 facts on the 572 Chevrolet engine

By Jayson

Fact 1. The engine type chevy tall deck big block. The block is the part in the middle of the engine.

Fact 2. The displacement 572, this is the number that you get when you measure the torque and horsepower.

Fact 3. It has a hydraulic roller camshaft.

Fact 4. The compression ratio is 9.6:1. When you turn the engine on the compression is how much compression/pressure is in the engine.

Fact 5. The block is cast iron with 4 bolt main caps.

Weather for this week:

Tuesday—26
Wednesday—26
Thursday—19
Friday—20
Saturday—25
Sunday—22
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